For the rationalisation of binding jobs
in fruit and vine cultivation.
Products made of plastic
and biodegradable material.
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Viticulture
Grapevine fasteners
Rebstar

Description:
The Rebstar - a clip that has been tested a million times, for fastening
the growing shoot to the stay wire. Rebstar is also particularly suitable
for raspberries. Thin or thick shoots can easily be enclosed by the two
hooks, without excessively squeezing the shoot. A friction skin prevents
downwards sliding in steep terrains. Rebstar lasts for years, and just
hangs on the wire.
Rebstar for wire ø 2.0 - 3.1 mm
Packaging units:
Rebstar:
Rebstar:
Rebstar:
Rebstar:
Rebstar „soft“:

Rebstar „bio“

Bag of 1000
Bag of 500
Bag of 250
Bag of 50
Bag of 1000

Item no.: 1000
Item no.: 1101
Item no.: 1102
Item no.: 1103
Item no.: 1000 B

Description:
The Rebstar “bio” is a clip for fastening the growing shoot in viticul-

N e W ture, or raspberries to the stay wire. Thin or thick shoots can easily be

enclosed by the two hooks, without excessively squeezing the shoot. A
friction skin prevents downwards sliding in steep terrains.
The Rebstar “bio” is manufactured from renewable raw materials and is
100% biodegradable.
Packaging units:
Rebstar „bio“:

Streckerclip

Bag of 1000

Item no.: 10030

Description:
The Streckerclip is a cane clip for fastening flat (rods) or bowed canes to
the stay wire. A friction skin shapes itself to the wire, which prevents the
cane clip from slipping along the wire. The grapevine can then easily be
held in the Streckerclip. In order not to need to wind it around the wire,
the grapevine is hung in a pair of Streckerclips, which permits a greater
separation of grapevine and wire. When pruning, the grapevine is cut
close to the Streckerclip, and it falls out by itself.

At flat rod

Streckerclip size 1 for wire ø 1.6 - 3.0 mm
Packaging units:
Streckerclip:
Bag of 1000
Streckerclip:
Bag of 500

Item no.: 1110
Item no.: 1110 B

Streckerclip size 2 for wire ø 3.1 - 4.0 mm
Packaging units:
Streckerclip:
Bag of 1000
Streckerclip:
Bag of 500

Item no.: 1120
Item no.: 1120 B

At bowed canew
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Viticulture
Grapevine Clips
Rebstar 1

Description:
The Rebstar 1 is for fastening the growing shoot to the stay wire. When
pruning, the growing shoot is cut above the wire. When training, the clip
is opened, the old shoot falls away, after which the new shoot can be
clipped into place.
Rebstar 1 for wire ø 2.0 - 3.1 mm
Packaging units:
Rebstar 1:

Rebstar ”big“

Bag of 1000

Item no.: 1001

Description:
The Rebstar “big” for fastening the growing shoot to strong, plastic
cladded, knobbed or undulating wires with a diameter of 2.0 - 4.0 mm.
Rebstar „big“ can also be used in soft fruit cultivation. It’s wide span
allows blackberries, blackcurrants, gooseberries or raspberries to be
fastened to the stay wire. The support to the stem is flat in form, so that
there is no point-support.
Rebstar “big” for wire ø 2.0 - 4.0 mm:
Packaging units:
Rebstar ”big“:
Bag of 1000
Rebstar ”big“:
Bag of 500
Rebstar ”big“:
Bag of 250

Rebfix

Item no.: 1104
Item no.: 1104 B
Item no.: 1104 C

Description:
The Rebfix is a versatile clip for wires of 1.2 - 2.5 mm in diameter
Rebfix is the ideal bending clip for stainless steel wire systems.
However, it can also be used as a wire spacer (70 mm) for double
wires.
Packaging units:
Rebfix:
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Bag of 1000

Item no.: 1002

Viticulture
Staples
Drahthaken / Drahthaken ”S“

Description:
The Drahthaken is used for holding double wires together during
stitching work.
The Drahthaken can be used for all wires - the alternative to iron wire
hooks. For a wire separation of 21 mm.
Packaging units:
Drahthaken:
Drahthaken “S”:

Drahtduo / Drahtduo ”S“

Bag of 1000
Bag of 1000

Item no.: 1045
Item no.: 1045 B

Description:
Drahtduo, Drahtex 0 and Drahtex I are used for holding the double
wires together during binding work. Drahtduo and Drahtex hold tightly
to the wire, so there is no slippage when on a steep terrains.
Note: Drahtduo, Drahtex 0, Drahtex I and the Drahthaken are also
available in an improved “S” version. These “S” parts are made of
high-quality UV-resistant material, and have a light-fast coloration.
This extends their life by a factor of two or three.
Drahtduo for stainless steel wire ø 1.2 - 1.6 mm,
wire separation 27 mm

Drahtex 0 / Drahtex 0 ”S“

Packaging units:
Drahtduo
Drahtduo “S”

Bag of 1000
Bag of 1000

Item no.: 1006
Item no.: 1006 B

Drahtex 0 for wire ø 1.8 - 2.2 mm, wire separation 27 mm
Packaging units:
Drahtex 0
Drahtex 0 “S”

Bag of 1000
Bag of 1000

Item no.: 1007
Item no.: 1007 B

Drahtex I / Drahtex I ”S“

Drahtex 1 for wire ø 2.5 - 3.1 mm, wire separation 28 mm
Packaging units:
Drahtex I
Drahtex I “S”

Bag of 1000
Bag of 1000

Item no.: 1008
Item no.: 1008 B
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Viticulture
Staples
Drahtex „bio“

Description:
With the Drahtex „bio“, double wires can be quickly clipped together

N e W during binding work. Due to the two openings in the clamping area, the

clip can be used with wire diameters of 1.8 - 2.2 mm and 2.5 - 2.8 mm.
Drahtex „bio“ is made of 100 % biodegradable material (according to
EN 13432).
For wire ø 1,8 - 2,2 mm and ø 2,5 - 2,8 mm
Packaging units::
Drahtex “bio“:

Drahtex II

Bag of 1000

Item no.: 10070

Description:
The Drahtex II is used for suspending horizontal or hanging canes, or for
holding the double wire together.
For wire ø 2.2 - 3.1 mm, wire separation 25 mm
Packaging units:
Drahtex 2:

Drahtex „big“

Bag of 1000

Item no.: 1009

Description
Drahtex „big“ is used to hold double wires together during foliage

N e W treatment. A wire spacing of 25 mm or 70 mm can be achieved with it.

Drahtex „big“ is made of 100 % biodegradable material (according to
EN 13432).
Drahtex „big“ is suitable for all wires from 1,2 to 3,1 mm.
Packaging units:
Drahtex „big“ :

V-Clip / V-Clip „bio“
„bio“

NeW

Item no.: 1090

Description:
The V-Clip/ V-Clip “bio” clips the double wires in viticulture together with a

N e W very small spacing (1-3 mm). Includes a practical introduction for fast positi-

oning on the wire. V-Clip made from recycled polypropylene.
The V-Clip “bio” is 100% biodegradable in accordance with EN Standard
13432.
For wire up to ø 2,8 mm geeignet.
Verpackungseinheiten:
V-Clip:
V-Clip:
V-Clip „bio“:
V-Clip „bio“:
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Bag of 500

Bag of 1000
Box
12500
Bag of 1000
Box
12500

Item no.: 1200
Item no.: 1200 B
Item no.: 1201
Item no.: 1201 B

Viticulture
Staples
Drahtclip

Description:
Drahtclip is a very stable clip for holding double wires together. The wide
wire fixture ensures that the clip holds securely on steep terrains. Drahtclip is made of high-quality UV-stable material for a long life.
Drahtclip is available in 4 sizes for a wire separation of 25 mm.
Packaging units: Bag of 1000:
Drahtclip 0 (for wire ø 1.6 - 1.8 mm):
Drahtclip 1 (for wire ø 2.0 - 2.2 mm):
Drahtclip 2 (for wire ø 2.5 - 2.8 mm):
Drahtclip 3 (for wire ø 3.1 - 3.6 mm):

Bioclip

Item no.: 1040 A
Item no.: 1040
Item no.: 1040 B
Item no.: 1040 C

Description:
Bioclip is a clip for holding double wires together. Bioclip is made of
100 % biodegradable material (according to EN 13432). For a wire
separation of 21 mm.
Packaging units:
Bioclip:
Bioclip:

Bioclip ”strong“

Bag of 1000
Bag of 2500

Item no.: 1128
Item no.: 1128 B

Description:
The Bioclip ”strong“ is a clip for holding double wires together. The Bioclip is made of 100 % biodegradable material (according to EN 13432).
Packaging units:
Bioclip ”strong“:
Bioclip ”strong“:

Raffclip

Bag of 1000
Bag of 2500

Item no.: 1129
Item no.: 1129 B

Description:
The Raffclip is a clip for holding double wires together. It is very well
suited to vineyards with movable wires. Its red colour makes the clip easy
to find, so that it can be collected quickly. The Raffclip can also be used
for ice wine covers or bird nets.
Suitable for all wires
Packaging units:
Raffclip:

Bag of 1000

Item no.: 1010
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Viticulture
Staples
Minimalclip

Description:
The Minimalclip is a very sturdy clip that is used in minimal-prune
training. Both wires are secured permanently at a distance of 16 mm to
one another.
A great deal of working time can be saved by using the Minimalclip in
minimal-prune training.
Suitable for all wires. For a wire separation of 16 mm.
Packaging units:
Minimalclip:

Multiclip

Bag of 1000

Item no.: 1208

Description:
The Multiclip can be used to attach shoots to individual wires or to
stronger shoots during foliage treatment in the viticulture. In garden
centres or tree nurseries, young plants can be fastened securely to a
stay wire or a plant stake.
For wires up to 3.1 mm. The fixture for the plant has a diameter of 24
mm.
Packaging units:
Multiclip:

Bag of 500

Item no.: 1230

Plant stake fasteners
Wellstabfix

Description:
The Wellstabfix is used to fasten formed stakes or galvanised structural steel to the stay wire (Ø up to 3.1 mm).
The Wellstabfix is available in 5 different sizes:
Size 5 for formed stake with Ø 5.2 mm:
Wellstabfix:
Bag of 500
Item no.: 1105
Size 6 for formed stake or galvanised steel with Ø 6 mm:
Wellstabfix:
Bag of 500
Item no.: 1106
Size 7 for galvanised steel with 7.0 mm:
Wellstabfix:
Bag of 500
Item no.: 1107
Size 8 for galvanised steel with 8 mm:
Wellstabfix:
Bag of 500
Item no.: 1108
Size 10 for galvanised steel with 10 mm:
Wellstabfix:
Bag of 500
Item no.: 1111
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Viticulture
Plant stake fasteners
Stabfix

Description:
The Stabfix is for fastening bamboo or other plant stems up to approx.15 mm. Its three-point clamping gives it a secure hold.
Packaging units:
Stabfix:

Bag of 1000

Item no.: 1004

Stems on the plant stake
Schnellbinder

Description:
The Schnellbinder is a new strap for fastening stems to stakes, that
adjusts automatically with the thickness growth.
Once the quick binder Schnellbinder is applied, there is no need for
any further binding work.
Packaging units:
Schnellbinder length 230 mm

1. Planting year

Rebband

Bag of 500

3.- 5. Planting year

Item no.: 1016

5.- 7. Planting year

Description:
The Rebband is used for fastening stems in the cultivation of gardens, fruit and vines. Rebband is 10 mm wide and stretches as the
stem grows, but can easily be adjusted by turning the head-piece (fine
steps). Rebband saves a great deal of work, when compared with fastenings made from hose or twine. Advantage: Rebband can be repeatedly re-used, ease of handling, lasts for years.
Packaging units:
Rebband is available in the following lengths:
Rebband length 235 mm
Bag of 250
Rebband length 310 mm
Bag of 250
Rebband length 360 mm
Bag of 250
Rebband length 410 mm
Bag of 250

Item no.: 1012
Item no.: 1012 B
Item no.: 1012 C
Item no.: 1012 D
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Viticulture
Stems on the plant stake
Kettenband

Description:
This Kettenband is a light fastening strap, which can be used in the
cultivation of fruit, gardens and vines. It is also particularly suitable for
fastening young plants to the plant stake.

Rasterband

Packaging units:
Kettenband length 180mm:
Kettenband length 180mm:

Bag of 500
Bag of 100

Item no.: 1023
Item no.: 1023 B

Kettenband length 330 mm:
Kettenband length 330 mm:

Bag of 500
Bag of 100

Item no.: 1021
Item no.: 1021 B

Description:
Rasterband is used for fastening stems in the cultivation of gardens, fruit
and vines. It can be reset quickly in case the pressure is too high. This
prevents the stem from growing in.
Packaging units:
Rasterband is available in the following lengths:
Rasterband length 190 mm:
Bag of 500
Rasterband length 250 mm:
Bag of 250
Rasterband length 310 mm:
Bag of 250

Plastoband

Item no.: 1014A
Item no.: 1014
Item no.: 1014 B

Description:
Plastoband is the ideal strap for tying creepers, young trees, vines,
shrubs, tomatoes, flowers and berry plants, etc. Plastoband is
available in many different lengths and can therefore be used for a very
wide range of purposes, e.g. in industry as a bag seal or cable tie.

„rot“

Plastoband „strong“

Packaging units:
Plastoband is available in the following lengths:
Plastoband length 85 mm:
Bag of 1000
Plastoband length 120 mm:
Bag of 1000
Plastoband length 150 mm:
Bag of 1000
Plastoband length 180 mm:
Bag of 1000
Plastoband length 180 mm:
Bag of 1000
Plastoband length 235 mm:
Bag of 1000
Plastoband length 360 mm:
Bag of 1000
Plastoband length 360 mm:
Bag of 1000

Item no.: 1300
Item no.: 1301
Item no.: 1302
Item no.: 1303
Item no.: 1303 rot
Item no.: 1304
Item no.: 1305
Item no.: 1306

Description:
Plastoband “strong” for a strong hold of stems on the planting post.
Packaging units:
The Plastoband “strong” is available in the following lengths:
Plastoband ”strong“ length 360 mm:
Bag of 500
Item no.: 1307
Plastoband ”strong“ length 430 mm:
Bag of 500
Item no.: 1308
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Viticulture
Stems on the stay wire
Stockhalter

Description:
The Stockhalter stock holder is used to fasten the stems to the wire.
Its closure presses it firmly against the wire. The Stockhalter can also
be fastened to undulating wire.

Stockklammer

Stockhalter Size 1 for wire of Ø 1.6 - 2.5 mm
Packaging units:
Stockhalter Size 1, 210 mm
Bag of 250

Item no.: 1003

Stockhalter Size 2 for wire of Ø 2.7 -3.6 mm
Packaging units:
Stockhalter Size 2, 210 mm
Bag of 250

Item no.: 1003 B

Description:
The formed stake ø 6 mm and the vine can be fastened to the stay wire
together with the Stockklammer mit Aufnahme. The Stockklammer is
particularly suitable for new vineyards. Care must be taken to ensure
that the wire runs between the formed stake and the vine. (see image)
The Stockklammer ohne Aufnahme can also be used for fastening
main stems in fruit and vine cultivation.
Packaging units:
Stockklammer 210 mm mit Aufnahme for 6 mm formed stake:
Bag of 250
Item no.: 1130
Stockklammer 210 mm ohne Aufnahme:
Bag of 250

Item no.: 1130 B

Feststeller “mini” + Stammband 420 mm

Description:
Old vines can be securely attached to the wire with this fastening
system.
Packaging units:

Feststeller “mini”

Packaging units:
Feststeller „mini“:

Bag of 100

Item no.: 1098

Bag of 100

Item no.: 1097
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Viticulture
Drahtrahmen
Drahthalter

Description:
The Drahthalter can be fastened to all spruce, acacia, bankirai, concrete
or steel posts.
For fastening to a wooden pillar, PH 3.5 x 35 mm ”Spax“ screws (or equivalent) are used. To fasten the Drahthalter to a concrete or steel post, a
wire is passed through the holes on the side.
For wires up to ø 4 mm.
Packaging units:
Drahthalter:
Accessories:
PH screws 3.5 x 35 mm:

Drahthalter „duo“
NeW

Bag of 500

Item no.: 1011

Bag of 200
Box of 1000

Item no.: 1052
Item no.: 1052 B

Description:
Thanks to the central 3,8 mm fixing hole, the “duo” wire holder can be
quickly fastened to a wooden post with a screw or a nail.
The holder is fixed to the post by means of the anti-rotation device on the
rear and is secured from twisting.
For wires up to ø 3 mm.
Packaging units:
Drahthalter:

Duohalter

Bag of 500

Item no.: 2011

Description:
Duohalter is a wire holder for double wires, wire separation 115 mm. It is
ideally suitable for wooden posts, but can also be used for concrete and
steel posts. The Duohalter can be fastened to the concrete or steel pillar by
means of a wire. Screws can be included for attachment to wooden pillars.
Packaging units:
Duohalter:
Accessories:
PH screws 3.5 x 35 mm:

Profil Alsace Drahthalter

Bag of 100

Item no.: 1019

Bag of 200
Bag of 1000

Item no.: 1052
Item no.: 1052 B

Description:
This plastic wire holder has been developed for the steel pillars made
by Profil Alsace (Dr. Reissacher). Plastic wires, or plastic-coated wires,
can be fixed to this wire holder.
Available for pillars with R and S hooks.
Packaging units:
For S-hook pillars:
For R-hook pillars:

Bag of 500
Bag of 500

Montageschlüssel für Drahthalter: 1-off
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Item no.: 1119
Item no.: 1119 A
Item no.: 1119 B

Viticulture
Drahtrahmen
Drahtschoner

Description:
Thanks to its four versions, the new REMA Drahtschoner can be used
as a wire protection on a great many common steel posts. The
Drahtschoner is locked in position by the locking pin on the rear side.
This is attached at various heights, allowing the right Drahtschoner to be
found for every post. Thanks to the opening at the top end, the
Drahtschoner can also be used with long hooks.
Packaging units:
For Dr. Reisacher, R-hooks:
Version 0:

Bag of 500

Item no.: 1220

For Hadley, Oslavan, Voest/Leova:
Version 1:
Bag of 500

Item no.: 1221

For Dr. Reisacher, S-Haken, Linus Vinus L & XL, Hepa, Rupp, Artos:
Version 2:
Bag of 500
Item no.: 1222
For Fabijan Weiss Vogau F60:
Version 3:
Bag of 500

Heftfix

Item no.: 1223

Description:
The Heftfix is a holder for moveable double-wires. Heftfix is folded out
after the training, so that a separation of 300/400 mm is achieved.
When the Heftfix unfolds, the wires also move downwards towards the
growth. (150/200 mm). Hence, the young shoots can grow through the
double wires and are protected against breaking in stormy weather
conditions.
The Heftfix is folded together when the shoots are long enough, and the
wires are suspended in the wire holder.
Packaging units:
Length 300 mm:
Length 400 mm:

Bag of 100
Bag of 100

Accessories for wooden pillar:
PH-screws 3.5 x 35 mm:
Bag of 200
PH-screws 3.5 x 35 mm:
Box of 1000

Adapter

Item no.: 1017
Item no.: 1017 B
Item no.: 1052
Item no.: 1052 B

Description:
The Adapter, the Heftfix or the Ausleger can be attached to any steel or
concrete pillar. The Heftfix is screwed to the adaptor (Spax PH 3.5 x 25
mm), then fastened in the wire holder of the steel pillar with a wire. When
working with the Heftfix 400 mm, the wire fits in the wire holder of the
steel pillar when folding the Heftfix together.
Packaging units:
Adapter:
PH-screws 3.5 x 25 mm:

Bag of 100
Bag of 200

Item no.: 1060
Item no.: 1061
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Viticulture
Drahtrahmen
Ausleger

Description:
The Ausleger is used to let the young shoots grow in themselves. After
the training, the Ausleger is placed horizontal, and the wires hung outside
in the fixture.
The young shoots can now grow in. Once the shoots are long enough,
the wires are hung in the fixtures on the post, and the extension piece is
placed vertically, so that it is not in the way during foliage treatment.

Drahtöse

The Ausleger is available in the following lengths:
Packaging units:
Ausleger 160 mm long:
Bag of 100
Ausleger 310 mm long:
Bag of 100
Ausleger 360 mm long:
Bag of 100
Ausleger 410 mm long:
Bag of 100
Ausleger 460 mm long:
Bag of 100

Item no.:1218
Item no.:1018
Item no.:1018 B
Item no.:1018 C
Item no.:1018 D

Accessories for wooden pillar:
PH screws 3.5 x 35 mm:
Bag of 200
PH screws 3.5 x 35 mm:
Box of 1000

Item no.: 1052
Item no.: 1052 B

Description:
The Drahtöse is a wire holder for concrete pillars or other pillars unsuitable for nails or screws (steel pipe, angular steel). The Drahtöse wire eye
is fixed to the pillar with a wire, and the wire is then pulled through the
eye. The Drahtöse wire eye is manufactured from high-quality material
stable when exposed to UV light, which means that it will last for years.
The Drahtöse is for wires up to ø 5 mm.
Packaging units:
Drahtöse:

Pfahlschutzkappen

Bag of 500

Item no.: 1011 B

Description:
The Pfahlschutzkappe protects the end of the pillar from weathering.
The pillar caps are available in the following diameters:
Pfahlschutzkappe ø 100 mm for pillars up to 80 mm diameter:
Bag of 100
Item no.: 1085
Pfahlschutzkappe ø 120 mm for pillars up to 100 mm diameter:
Bag of 50
Item no.: 1086
Nails (galvanized) for fastening the post cap to the wooden post can also
be supplied.
Nails 3.1 x 6.5 mm:
Bag of 100
Item no.: 1051
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Viticulture
Drahtrahmen
Pfahlstütze (12 cm wide and 34 cm long)

Description:
The REMA Pfahlstütze is used for straightening your vineyard posts in a
rain-sodden, loose, or sandy ground.
Usage:
1. Align the post in a straight position
2. Put the Pfahlstütze on the opposite side from where the wind is 		
blowing next to the post and into the ground.
3. The Pfahlstütze is easily driven into the ground using a squared timber
(ca. 8 x 4 x 30 cm) and a heavy hammer.
4. We recommend compressing the ground behind the Pfahlstütze with 		
the squared timber and hammer.
Packaging units:
Pfahlstütze:

Pack of 20
Box of 140

Item no.: 3001

Irrigation
Schlauchclip

Description:
The Schlauchclip is used for fastening irrigation hoses to stay wire (up
to a diameter of 3.1 mm). Due to the rib, the water running along the
hose drips off at the hose clip.

Schlauchhalter

Packaging units:
Schlauchclip 16 mm (for ø 16-17 mm hoses):
Bag of 1000

Item no.: 1025

Schlauchclip 20 mm (for ø 20 mm hoses):
Bag of 1000

Item no.: 1025 B

Description:
The Schlauchhalter for attaching drip hoses to stay wires up to 4 mm.
(Holder spacing 50 - 60 cm). Due to the rib, the water running along the
hose drips off at the hose holder. This holder makes fast assembly possible.
Packaging units:
Hose holder 16 mm:
Hose holder 20 mm:
Hose holder 25 mm:
Hose holder 32 mm:

Bag of 500
Bag of 500
Bag of 250
Bag of 250

Item no.: 1070
Item no.: 1071
Item no.: 1072
Item no.: 1073
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Viticulture
Irrigation
Doppelschlauchhalter 250 mm or 325 mm long
Description:

The double hose holder Doppelschlauchhalter can be used to hold two
hoses to the left and right of the plants (blueberries, currants, cherry, peach,
apricot), with a hose distance of 235 mm or 300 mm. This ensures even
watering of the plants. The double hose holder Doppelschlauchhalter
can also be used for underfloor lawn irrigation. For hoses with 16 or 20 mm
diameter.

The hoses then are covered with bark mulch so
that they do not interfere with mulching.

Schlauchabstandhalter

The double hose holder Doppelschlauchhalter 325 mm is available in
the following sizes:
Packaging units:
Doppelschlauchhalter ø 16 mm:
Bag of 250
Item no.: 2036
Doppelschlauchhalter ø 20 mm:
Bag of 250
Item no.: 2036 A
Description:
A drip hose can be hung 10 cm from the wire (wire ø up to 4 mm) with the
hose spacer, in order to keep the wire free for training.
We recommend that you additionally fasten the drip hose at each pillar
with a Rebband 310 mm (item no. 1012 B).

„105 mm“

„100 mm“

The double hose holder Doppelschlauchhalter 250 mm is available in
the following sizes:
Packaging units:
Doppelschlauchhalter ø 16 mm:
Bag of 250
Item no.: 1036
Doppelschlauchhalter ø 20 mm:
Bag of 250
Item no.: 1036 B

„NEU“

Schlauchabstandhalter:
This hose spacer (Schlauchabstandhalter) with the old shape offers a
good hold, even with thin-walled hoses.
Packaging units:
Schlauchabstandhalter ø 16 mm:
Schlauchabstandhalter ø 20 mm:

Bag of 500
Bag of 500

Item no.: 1028
Item no.: 1028 B

„250 mm“

Schlauchabstandhalter “NEW”:
Thanks to the new receptacle the hose can be pushed quickly into the
holder.
We recommend that you additionally fasten the drip hose at each pillar
with a Rebband 310 mm (item no. 1012 B).
Packaging units:
Schlauchabstandhalter new ø 16 mm:  Bag of 500
Schlauchabstandhalter new ø 20 mm:  Bag of 500

Item no.: 1034
Item no.: 1034 B

Schlauchabstandhalter 250 mm lang
A drip hose can be hung 25 cm from the wire (wire ø up to 4 mm) with
the hose spacer Schlauchabstandhalter, in order to keep the wire free for
training. We recommend that you additionally fasten the drip hose at each
pillar with a Rebband 310 mm (item no. 1012 B).
Packaging units:
Schlauchabstandhalter für Ø 16 mm: Bag of 250
Schlauchabstandhalter für Ø 20 mm: Bag of 250
Schlauchabstandhalter für Ø 25 mm: Bag of 250
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Item no.: 1035
Item no.: 1035 A
Item no.: 1035 B

Viticulture
Irrigation
Erdspieß

Description:
The irrigation hose (ø up to 25 mm) can be securely attached to the
ground for ground irrigation using the ground stake Erdspieß.
The ground stake Erdspieß is available in two lengths: 145 mm and 250 mm.
The 250 mm ground stake Erdspieß holds irrigation hoses securely
even in loose, deep soils. The ground stake Erdspieß is easy to drive
into the soil with a rubber hammer

„145 mm“

„250 mm“

Packaging units:
Erdspieß 145 mm:
Erdspieß 250 mm:

Bag of 100
Bag of 100

Item no.: 1029
Item no.: 2029

Bird protection
Netzclip

Description:
The Netzclip is used for fastening bird nets and holding them together.
Packaging units:
Netzclip:

Netzhalter

Bag of 1000

Item no.: 1026

Description:
With the Netzhalter the lateral cover nets can be quickly fastened to
the wire. It is possible to hook in the nets from both sides using the two
hooks on the Netzhalter.
Packaging units:
Netzhalter:

Netzaufhänger

Bag of 500

Item no.: 1039

Description:

N e W With the REMA Netzaufhänger nets are securely attached to the ridge

wire in combination with the REMA Kettenband 330 mm / 570 mm. The
chain tape is held securely in place by barbs. The tape is hooked in on the
opening side. When pressure is applied from below, the chain tape springs
out of the holder and the net is free again.
Packaging units:
Netzaufhänger:
Netzaufhänger:

Bag of 100
Bag of 500

Item no.: 1037
Item no.: 1037 B
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Viticulture
Bird protection
Netzhaken

Description:
Using the net hook Netzhaken, it is possible to fasten all types of protec-

N e W tive net quickly to the wire. The hook is very sturdy and provides a secure
hold even during stormy weather. The material has very high UV stability and can thus be used for several years without problems.
Packaging units:
Netzhaken:

Netznadel

Bag of 1000

Item no.: 1027

Description:
Nets are placed on the sides to protect the grapes from birds and
wasps (white wine production). These nets can be fixed rapidly and simply with the Netznadel. The securing lug at the head is also hung on the
net, to avoid that the Netznadel, can slip off itself in case of wind.
Packaging units:
Netznadel:

Netzverbinder

Bag of 500

Item no.: 1024

Description:
Nets can be connected or gathered together quickly with the
Netzverbinder. The Netzverbinder can be attached and removed quickly.
This saves time when attaching the lateral cover nets.
Packaging units:
Netzverbinder:

Bag of 500

Item no.: 1038

Marking
Selektierband

Description:
The Selektierband is used to mark stems in plant breeding and is
available in the following colours:
Packaging units:
Selection strap, red:
Selection strap, yellow:
Selection strap, orange:
Selection strap, white:
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Bag of 1000
Bag of 1000
Bag of 1000
Bag of 1000

Item no.: 1013 R
Item no.: 1013 G
Item no.: 1013 0
Item no.: 1013 W

Berry Cultivation
Berry Cultivation
Rebstar (Himbeerklammer)

Description:
The Rebstar is a clip that has been tested a million times, for fastening
raspberries to the stay wire. Thin or thick shoots can easily be enclosed
by the two hooks, without excessively squeezing the shoot. The support
to the stem is flat in form, so that there are no imprints.
Packaging units:
Rebstar:
Rebstar:
Rebstar:
Rebstar:
Rebstar „soft“:

Bag of 1000
Bag of 500
Bag of 250
Bag of 50
Bag of 1000

Item no.: 1000
Item no.: 1101
Item no.: 1102
Item no.: 1103
Item no.: 1000 B

Rebstar „bio“ (Himbeerklammer)

Description:
The Rebstar “bio” is a clip for fastening the growing shoot in viticul-

N e W ture, or raspberries to the stay wire. Thin or thick shoots can easily be

enclosed by the two hooks, without excessively squeezing the shoot. A
friction skin prevents downwards sliding in steep terrains.
The Rebstar “bio” is manufactured from renewable raw materials and is
100% biodegradable.
Packaging units:
Rebstar „bio“:

Bag of 1000

Item no.: 10030

Rebstar „big“ (Himbeerklammer groß)

Description:
Blackberries, blackcurrants, gooseberries or raspberries can be fastened
to the stay wire using the Rebstar “big”. Bruises on the plant are
avoided due to the large width and flat shape of the surface to the shoot.
Packaging units:
Rebstar „big“:
Rebstar „big“:
Rebstar „big“:

Gitterspannband mit Rebstar

Bag of 1000
Bag of 500
Bag of 250

Item no.: 1104
Item no.: 1104 B
Item no.: 1104 C

Description:
The Gitterspannband is used for the gentle fastening of all berry plants.
Shoots can be fastened very gently in conjunction with the Rebstar raspberry clip. Rubbing spots on the plant are prevented by the wide surface
on the trellis strap retainer.
Packaging units:
Gitterspannband 45 mm wide

1 roll 50 m long

Item no.: 1075
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Berry Cultivation
Berry Cultivation
Allzweckklammer

Description:
The Allzweckklammer can be used in the viticulture, fruit culture and
horticulture for fastening young plants to the stay wire.
Packaging units:
Allzweckklammer 110 mm:
Allzweckklammer 110 mm:
Allzweckklammer 70 mm:
Allzweckklammer 70 mm:

Stammhalter „soft“

Bag of  1000
Box
10000
Bag of 1000
Box
10000

Item no.: 1091
Item no.: 1091 D
Item no.: 1092
Item no.: 1092 C

Description:
Sensitive shoots are attached to the wire with the Stammhalter ”soft“.
This soft clip can be pressed onto the wire by hand without the use of
tools. This enables all kinds of plants to be quickly equipped with a clip.
The Stammhalter ”soft“ is available in the following sizes and lengths:
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Length 100 mm:
Packaging units Stammhalter ”soft“:
Size 2 for wire Ø 2.0 - 2.2 mm Bag of 500
Size 3 for wire Ø 2.5 - 2.8 mm Bag of 500

Item no.: 2122
Item no.: 2123

Length 125 mm:
Packaging units Stammhalter ”soft“:
Size 2 for wire Ø 2.0 - 2.2 mm Bag of 500
Size 3 for wire Ø 2.5 - 2.8 mm Bag of 500
Size 4 for wire Ø 3.0 - 3.6 mm Bag of 500

Item no.: 2132
Item no.: 2133
Item no.: 2134

Length 175 mm:
Packaging units Stammhalter ”soft“:
Size 2 for wire Ø 2.0 - 2.2 mm Bag of 500
Size 3 for wire Ø 2.5 - 2.8 mm Bag of 500
Size 4 for wire Ø 3.0 - 3.6 mm Bag of 500

Item no.: 2142
Item no.: 2143
Item no.: 2144

Fruit cultivation
Stems on the pillar
Kettenband 570 mm

Description:
The Kettenband 570 mm is a long-lasting strap for fastening trees. Its
length allows an 8-fold loop to be made if necessary. First fasten the
Kettenband to the pillar, so that it lies loosely in place and then fasten
the tree. As the tree grows, the Kettenband can easily be adjusted. If the
Kettenband is cut down the middle, two straps are obtained, which are
adequate for fixing saplings to thin pillars (bamboo, bankirai, acacia).
Packaging units:
Length 570 mm:

Kettenband 330 mm

Bag of 100

Item no.: 1020

Description:
The Kettenband 330 mm chain strap is a light strap for fastening fruit
trees or grape vines to thin posts.
Packaging units Kettenband 330 mm:
Length 330 mm:
Bag of 500
Length 330 mm:
Bag of 100

Item no.: 1021
Item no.: 1021 B

Kettenband 330 mm ”extra strong“

Description:
The Kettenband 330 mm ”extra strong“ is a strong mounting strap to
fasten trees to a thin pillar.
Packaging units Kettenband 330 mm ”extra strong“:
Length 330 mm:
Bag of 250
Item no.: 1022

Stammband 420 mm

Description:
The Stammband 420 mm is a wide, long-lasting strap for fastening
stems in fruit growing and viticulture. Its smooth surface makes it very
gentle to stems.
Hail protection nets can also be fastened over the winter to the upper
rope using the Stammband.
Packaging units:
Stammband 420 mm

Bag of 100

Item no.: 1015
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Fruit cultivation
Stems on the stay wire
Stammhalter

Description:
The Stammhalter is used for fastening plants or stems to stay wire.
This economical fixing method is used in the cultivation of berries and
fruit. The length of the Stammhalter is selected such that the stem has
lots of room in which to grow over several years without in-growing. It is
advisable to use a longer stem holder on the lower wire, since the stem
grows fastest here. The stem holder is pressed tightly to the wire by the
fixture, preventing the tree from slipping down.
Available in the following versions and packaging units:
Length 100 mm for stem diameters up to 30 mm:
Size 1 for wire Ø 1.4 - 1.8 mm Bag of 500
Item no.: 1121
Size 2 for wire Ø 2.0 - 2.2 mm Bag of 500
Item no.: 1122
Size 3 for wire Ø 2.5 - 2.8 mm Bag of 500
Item no.: 1123
Size 4 for wire Ø 3.0 - 3.6 mm Bag of 500
Item no.: 1124
Size 5 for wire Ø 3.7 - 4.2 mm Bag of 500
Item no.: 1125
Length 125 mm for stem diameters up to 40 mm:
Size 1 for wire Ø 1.4 - 1.8 mm Bag of 500
Size 2 for wire Ø 2.0 - 2.2 mm Bag of 500
Size 3 for wire Ø 2.5 - 2.8 mm Bag of 500
Size 4 for wire Ø 3.0 - 3.6 mm Bag of 500
Size 5 for wire Ø 3.7 - 4.2 mm Bag of 500

Item no.: 1131
Item no.: 1132
Item no.: 1133
Item no.: 1134
Item no.: 1135

Length 175 mm for stem diameters up to 60 mm:
Size 2 for wire Ø 2.0 - 2.2 mm Bag of 500
Size 3 for wire Ø 2.5 - 2.8 mm Bag of 500
Size 4 for wire Ø 3.0 - 3.6 mm Bag of 500
Size 5 for wire Ø 3.7 - 4.2 mm Bag of 500

Item no.: 1142
Item no.: 1143
Item no.: 1144
Item no.: 1145

Length 210 mm for stem diameters up to 70 mm:
Size 2 for wire Ø 2.0 - 2.2 mm Bag of 500
Size 3 for wire Ø 2.5 - 2.8 mm Bag of 500
Size 4 for wire Ø 3.0 - 3.6 mm Bag of 500
Size 5 for wire Ø 3.7 - 4.2 mm Bag of 500

Item no.: 1152
Item no.: 1153
Item no.: 1154
Item no.: 1155

Length 310 mm for stem diameters up to 110 mm:
Size 3 for wire Ø 2.5 - 2.8 mm Bag of 500
Item no.: 1163
Size 4 for wire Ø 3.0 - 3.6 mm Bag of 500
Item no.: 1164
Easy attachment thanks to our Stammhalterzange p. 23.

Doppelstammhalter
Description:
The Doppelstammhalter enables the fastening of young plants at the
first fixture. When the stem continues to grow the Doppelstammhalter
can be widened by the second fixture.
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Packaging units:
Doppelstammhalter length 125-175 mm:
Size 2 for ø 2.0 - 2.2 mm:
Bag of 500
Size 3 for ø 2.5 - 2.8 mm:
Bag of 500
Size 4 for ø 3.0 - 3.6 mm:
Bag of 500

Item no.: 1172
Item no.: 1173
Item no.: 1174

Doppelstammhalter length 160-210 mm:
Size 3 for ø 2.5 - 2.8 mm:
Bag of 500

Item no.: 1183

Fruit cultivation
Stems on the stay wire
Stammhalterzange „Duo“

Description:
Stem holders and double stem holders can be attached to the wire and
removed again with ease using the special Stammhalterzange ”Duo“.
Packaging units:
Stammhalterzange „Duo“:

1-off

Item no.: 1080 C

Feststeller „mini“ + Stammband 420 mm

Description:
With this fastening system, fruit trees can be attached securely and gently to the top wire in wire systems.
Packaging units Feststeller ”mini“ + Stammband 420 mm:
Bag of 100
Item no.: 1096

Feststeller „mini“

Description:
Packaging units:

Bag of 100

Item no.: 1097
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Fruit cultivation
Branch Clips
Faster, larger fruit yields by laying all first-year shoots horizontal. These first-year shoots are best laid horizontal with REMA
Astfix II or Astfix III branch clips in July-August, when they are fully grown, but have nevertheless not yet hardened. The
change in position makes the shoots constantly ready to bear fruit. The horizontal position is reached after about 8 weeks,
and the branch clip can be removed. Astfix saves a great deal of work in comparison with binding or weighting. The branch
does not spring back. Astfix lasts for years.

Astfix 1

Description:
The Astfix 1 is for bending down young shoots on fruit trees. Astfix 1 is
most suited for bending down a branch with an upward curve. By turning
Astfix 1, a light or a strong bending of the branch is achieved.
Packaging units:

Bag of 500
Bag of 100

Item no.: 1030
Item no.: 1030 B

Astfix 2, Astfix 2 „big“ and Astfix 3

Description:

Astfix 2

The Astfix 2 is an extremely strong clip, with which young shoots or
first-year branches can be precisely held away from the trunk. They are
applied over or under the branch, depending on stem strength.
The Astfix 2 “big” is a big branch clip which is used for forming young
branches with a stem diameter up to approx. 35 mm.
Astfix 2:

Astfix 3

If several branches leave the trunk at the same
height, one of them can be bent with Astfix 2
while the other is guided away with Astfix 3,
since it has a arm with a lifted section by approx.
another 20 mm.
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Astfix 3:

Packaging units:
Astfix 2:
Astfix 2:
Astfix 2 „big“:
Astfix 2 „big“:
Astfix 2 „big“:
Astfix 3:
Astfix 3:
Astfix 3 „big“:
Astfix 3 „big“:

Astfix 2 „big“:

Astfix 3 „big“:

Bag of 500
Bag of 100
Box of 50
Bag of 100
Bag of 250
Bag of 250
Bag of 100
Bag of 100
Bag of 250

Item no.: 1031
Item no.: 1031 B
Item no.: 2031
Item no.: 2031 B
Item no.: 2031 C
Item no.: 1032
Item no.: 1032 B
Item no.: 2032 B
Item no.: 2032 C

Fruit cultivation
Branch Clips
Astfixsortiment 25

Content:
Astfix 1  
Astfix 2
Astfix 2 „big“
Astfix 3
Astfix 3 „big“

3 items
15 items
2 items
4 items
1 items

Packaging units:
Astfixsortiment 25:

Astfixsortiment 150

Content:
Astfix 1  
Astfix 2
Astfix 2 „big“
Astfix 3
Astfix 3 „big“

Content:
Astfix 2 „big“

Item no.: 1033

Bucket of 150 items

Item no.: 1033 B

Bucket of 50 items

Item no.: 2031

10 items
100 items
10 items
25 items
5 items

Packaging units:
Astfixsortiment 150:

Astfix II „big“

Bag of 25 items

50 items

Packaging units:
Astfix 2 „big“:
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Vegetable cultivation
Tomatoes
Tomatenhaken

Description:
The Tomatenhaken is delivered incl. 12 m of organic tomato cord and is
suitable for the following crops:
- Tomato cultures
- Sweet pepper cultures
- Cucumber cultures
Packaging units:
Tomatenhaken:
Tomatenhaken:

Bio Tomatenclip

Box of 125
1-off

Item no.: 1354
Item no.: 1355

Description:
The Bio Tomatenclip is a 100 % biodegradable clip with rounded
edges to avoid injuring the plant.
Suitable for:
- Tomato cultures
- Sweet pepper cultures
- Cucumber cultures
Packaging units:
Bio Tomatenclip:

Bio Tomaten/Paprikaschnur

Bag of 1000

Description:
The Bio Tomaten- / Paprikaschnur is 100 % biodegradable.
The cord has a diameter of 1.6 mm and can accept loads up to 400 N.
There are about 3550 meters on a 5 kg roll.
Packaging units:
Bio Tomaten- / Paprikaschnur: 1 roll
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Item no.: 1350

Item no.: 1353

Gardening and Landscaping
Folientunnel
Gewebeanker/Erdnagel 205 mm long

Description:
The fabric anchor/Gewebeanker is used to fasten fabric tarpaulins to
the ground. It is manufactured from UV-resistant material and is very
stable and durable. The fabric anchor/Gewebeanker is easy to tap in
with a rubber hammer.

Packaging units:
Gewebeanker:
Gewebeanker:
Gewebeanker:

Bag of 100
Bag of 250
Box 3x 250

Item no.: 3020
Item no.: 3020 B

Garden
Pflanzenclip

Description:
The Pflanzenclip is used for attaching flowers and plants with thin stems
to the plant support.
Packaging units:
Pflanzenclip ø 13 mm:
Pflanzenclip ø 16 mm:
Pflanzenclip ø 20 mm:
Pflanzenclip ø 25 mm:

Ringklammer

Bag of 1000
Bag of 1000
Bag of 1000
Bag of 1000

Item no.: 1094 D
Item no.: 1094 C
Item no.: 1094 B
Item no.: 1094

Description:
The universal Ringklammer can be used for fastening young plants and
pot plants to the stake.
Packaging units:
Ringklammer ø 32 mm:
Ringklammer ø 44 mm:

Bag of 1000
Bag of 500

Item no.: 1093
Item no.: 1093 B
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Gardening and Landscaping
Avenue trees
Baumband

Description:
The Baumband tree strap is used to fix trees in streets and avenues.
Its strong construction allows trees of all types and sizes to be fastened
quickly. The tree strap is made of environmentally-friendly polyethylene
and is UV-stabilised to ensure a long life.
Note:
Each tree strap has to be fixed to the pillar with a nail or a wire loop.
A high cost saving is achieved, since the tree strap can be reused. The
tree strap is thus also very well suited for towns and municipalities.
Packaging units:
Baumband length 630 mm:
Baumband length 810 mm:

Bag of 50
Bag of 50

Item no.: 1910
Item no.: 1920

Connecting part extra:

Bag of 50

Item no.: 1930

Feststeller + Kettenband 330 mm extra strong
Description:

Fastener for fastening large trees or container plants to the stay wire.
Application:
The Feststeller fastener is pushed onto the wire with the recess on the
threaded part, then clamped tightly onto the wire with the hexagonal nut
(use the open-ended spanner included in the bag). The tree can now be
fastened with the Kettenband through the opening on the Feststeller.
Note: Wrap with fleece or cloth in the area of the Feststeller to
provide sensitive stems with additional protection against damage.
Packaging units:
Feststeller + Kettenband 330 mm ”extra strong”:
Bag of 100
Bag of 100

Item no.: 1095
10/2020  •  www.rema-plasticparts.com

Feststeller without Kettenband:

Item no.: 1096
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